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Some Bible study groups or classes can further discussion by asking some or all of the 
Five Questions for Discussion and Thinking Further below. Others may want to 
send the bulletin size International Bible Lesson home with their students for further 
study in the coming week to encourage continuing Bible study. The Study Hints for 
Thinking Further below are not actually intended to be answers to the discussion 
questions, but hints a teacher may use to help students think through and discuss the 
questions in class. 
 

Five Questions for Discussion and Thinking Further 
 
1. Other than a religious activity, what is an activity that many people devote 
themselves to each week? How much energy and time do you estimate they 
devote to that activity? 
 
Watching or listening to sports events. In my opinion, depending on the season and the 
sport, sports enthusiasts spend more than five hours per week (usually on a weekend 
and/or evenings) watching and talking about sports. 
 
2. Do you suppose most people devote more or less time to that activity than 
they do to a religious or spiritual activity? How might their lives and the 
lives of others be different if they devoted that much energy and time to 
prayer? 
 
They probably spend more time watching sports, unless we mean by an activity the total 
time someone may spend attending church worship, Sunday school, midweek Bible 
study, and a men or women’s fellowship or prayer group. Others may study their Bible 
one hour or more every day; therefore, they may spend less time watching sports. 
 
They would know as much about prayer as they know about sports. Their lives and the 
lives of others would be better. They would know God better; and how, why, and when 
God answers their prayers. 
 
3. What are some actions that we might take in order to clearly declare and 
reveal the mystery of Jesus Christ? 
 
We might do all we can to learn more about Jesus Christ and the Bible, and what, how, 
and why Jesus did what He did and does what He does. We might pray and ask others to 
pray for us and pray for those we talk to. We might pray for the opportunity to talk to 
more people. We might study logic, ways of reasoning, public speaking principles of 
teaching, and writing. 
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4. What does Paul teach about asking and answering questions? 
 
He tells us how to speak to people by using gracious words. He tells us to answer their 
questions. He tells us to pray for those who answer questions (such as Paul’s requesting 
prayer to speak clearly). He never wrote that asking questions was wrong. He never said, 
“Just believe and don’t question.” He encouraged believers to pray and strive to give 
clear answers to questions. He wanted people to believe on the basis of learning the 
truth about Jesus Christ and the gospel. To learn the truth, we often need to ask 
questions. 
 
5. Why is it important that after Paul wrote his letters he sent them to their 
destinations using trusted Christian messengers? 
 
Paul’s readers could trust that his letters came from Paul and were not forgeries.  
They could explain what Paul meant if his letter was misunderstood, and they could 
answer their questions and make Paul’s teaching more clear to some. They guaranteed 
that Paul wrote his letters, and Paul’s use of trusted Christian messengers could give 
churches confidence when Paul’s letters were copied and passed on to other churches as 
he requested. Those who compiled Paul’s letters into what eventually became part of the 
New Testament had good reasons to believe that the letters they compiled were actually 
from Paul (though perhaps dictated by him and signed by him or copied by a church to 
send to another church). 
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